ABSTRACT

Fiduciary is part of the collateral law and from it born material rights so that the creditors rights is absolute and precedence. Fiduciary set in regulation No. 42 of 1999 on Fiduciary. object of the Fiduciary is a moving object one of which is inventory objects, that inventory objects has character like dynamic and can change at any time because it is the object of businesses so that fiduciary object like inventory can be routed with sale and purchase. Fiduciary receiver as a creditor who receives the inventory items necessarily have a risk because of inventory items that can be diverted with the sale and purchase so that can be misused by the Fiduciary grantor with various ways, that will make the object cannot executed because of inventory items has run out. Position of Fiduciary receivers need to be protected with the protection of the law in some way so that the position of the Fiduciary receiver are not of weak position.